Learning Collaborative Meeting -- November 20, 2008

Members present: Jones, Lennertz Jetton, Parker-Gibson, Salisbury

The committee reviewed the new Tutorials page and the Quizdom kit calendar entry pages. Lennertz Jetton will provide comments to the Web Services Department.

Discussion turned to the Quizdom training session. Some ideas included:

1) Providing quick guide sheets – perhaps based on the instructions created for the trial review
2) Food, fun and frolic – let’s make it hands on and appealing – clicker cake!
3) Participants may explore moving standard slides into a power point, creating new slides for a power point, and playing instructor – maybe more

Lennertz Jetton has arranged for software to be available on room 102 machines for the training. As the Instruction Collaborative has been scheduled to meet along with clicker training, the IC chair – Salisbury – indicated she would like to move both training sessions to the following week. After discussion, the committee decided to request that the sessions be separated. Focus on using the clickers for assessment will, however, continue to be promoted heavily.

We agreed that we need to discuss in December the appropriate standardized locations for placing Quizdom results.

Quizdom software has been successfully installed on most committee members machines. Committee members agreed to begin a more detailed review of the software.